
Building a Shot - Capturing Moments in Time
Delores Custer

How did they do that? Food styling techniques and problem solving issues

-foods that misbehave - “food doesn’t behave in front of company”
 melted cheese, red meat, sauces, ice cream, cereal, bread
-cooked pasta and vegetables in soups often sink to the bottom of the bowl
 put gelatin in broth, cool to correct temperature, then add veggies and noodles, top with a 
  bit of regular broth
-lessons learned from working with jello
-styling techniques vs. issues in truth in advertising
 shallow bowls, lots of spoon shots used today
-some assignments may over promise
-with some assignments we just have to defy gravity in other ways
 pyramid of peppercorns or other round objects - used dyed mashed potatoes to build shape, then 
  press items into it to make it look real
-learn to problem solve assignments - fajita photo example
 tortillas dry out, curl and crack - apply steam or corn huskers lotion
 cooked red meat turns dark brown - cook, then keep away from oxygen until shooting
 avocados turn color after slicing - apply lemon water, or sodium bisulfite
 how to get beautiful avocado slices - use partly ripe fruit, firmer and easier to slice
 red peppers change colors when cooked - use dark peppers, cook lightly
 visually appealing sliced vegetables - cut in wedges and interesting shapes 
 sour cream collapses - use low/non fat, holds together better
 find raw ingredients that are blemish free and correct size for props and shot
-remember what you are selling and focus on how to best show off ingredient/recipe
 pay attention to colors, and where eye is drawn
-salads and produce - ingredients are fragile or may change color when peeled or sliced
 sodium bisulfate - powder, makes food inedible but beautiful
 lemon water
 fruit fresh
 bleach and water for fruit
-think about each shot
 order or how to prep each ingredient
 keep moist ingredients from touching glass bowl
 ask about dressings, or not
 make sure you know which ingredient the client wants to focus on, and how they want it to look, 
  always prep extra ingredients in case they want more of something
-working with cheeses and pizza
 type and amount of cheese to use - stick with young, cheap cheese for long shreds
 cheese congeals - can use pastry gel to look like melted cheese instead
 crank cheese grater or veggie peeler for different styles of grates and slices
-pizza issues
 sauce can be too thin - use paper towels to suck out extra moisture and thicken
 sauce easily overpowers cheese - don’t use too much
 to produce a melted cheese pull - cut the slice out of crust before putting on toppings, 
  then put extra cheese on the edges of slice before cooking, pull out gently
 bite size veggie pieces
-working with tacos
 supporting so they stand up on their own - prop up, use flat bottomed tacos
 get soggy easily and collapse with moist fillings - coat inside with paraffin wax, keep away 
  from edges, often dries white
 lining with paper towels can absorb extra moisture and give support
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-pastas and red sauce
 pasta is not flexible, changes color and dries out - cook in plain, unsalted water, don’t use oil since 
  it can make spotty pasta and make plate messy, sauce won’t stick to pasta
 red sauce weeps, separates and is too thin - put on paper towel to thicken
 play with sauce to get best consistency - add hot water or milk if too thick
 try on many different colors and shapes of dishes to choose best shade for shot
 use tongs to grab bunch and twist onto plate, or put each strand on one at a time - can dip each 
  strand into sauce if needed
-baked potatoes and toppings
 how to give skin texture - rub canola oil into skin after baking, bake a potato and rub oil on half to 
  let client see difference and choose
 cook potato to almost done, remove from oven one at a time
 cook a few completely and scoop baked insides into hero potatoes
-prepping baked potatoes for butter, melting, steam and sour cream shots
 let potato cool and cover with saran wrap until ready
 choose spot for butter, place on potato then touch with hot spatula to melt edges
 video commercial potato should be hot - inject with water and microwave briefly to create steam 
  and melt butter on-camera
-gold standard for products
 different clients will have different preferences - perfect vs. natural/rustic
-pancakes
 flat look vs. lacy look - number of colors on edges
 modern look is much more casual and messy
 past look (perfection) vs. now look (doable at home)
 thicken syrup by cooking with some white syrup, get hot then add to squeeze bottle and keep 
  warm until ready 
 practice syrup pours
-producing steam
 need a dark background and someone who knows how to light for steam
 can also be produced
  naturally
  by microwaving food covered in plastic wrap
  with a steamer held over or behind food
  cotton balls or tampon (t-28s) soaked in water and microwaved
  cigar or cigarette smoke, blown through straw
  special effects - hydrochloric acid and ammonium hydroxide, steam machines
-tools for heating, producing steam or making grill marks
 handheld steamer
 handheld torch
 handheld header - made for stripping wallpaper, great for chocolate and cheese
 charcoal lighter for grill marks
 carefully heat metal skewers for grill marks - gives more control over line thickness
 natural look - not perfect lines
-building a burger
 find a good bun - mix and match to get a perfect set
 cook edges of meat first in a nonstick pan, then cook burger normally
 changes color as it cools, keep air away until fully cooled - high fat burgers look best
 use toothpicks or cream cheese to hold lettuce in place
 place burger carefully
 warm cheese by dipping edges in boiling water - cheap cheese melts best
 tomato - cut straight slices for ads, slanted and different sizes for editorial shots
 apply ketchup with eyedropper - heinz is thickest and works right out of the bottle
-bacon
 make it curly by pressing onto a cooling rack sprayed with nonstick spray to get waves, then cook
-read a storyboard carefully - ask about shooting order
-sunny-side up egg techniques
 use a nonstick pan and fresh, cool eggs
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 lots of oil in the pan, nice and hot
 crack the egg, use a spoon to center the yolk
 spoon oil over the white only
-using a bit of cracked pepper on the egg works nicely in an editorial photo
-sandwiches - everyone has a different look and style
 for a tall sandwich, place rod in the middle attached to cutting board
 plastic discs with nuts throughout sandwich to keep high and straight - cover with lettuce
 may focus on bread, cheese, meat, depending on client
 use pastry tips to cut holes in cheese for perfect swiss cheese
-poultry
 problems of fully cooked poultry - uneven browning, skin pulls away and wrinkles
 perfect vs. natural look again
 shop for unfrozen poultry and keep refrigerated and covered
  look for no torn skin, extra next skin, and full breasts
 fill neck cavity and fasten skin to back of bird, stuff with foil if necessary
 ask about wings up for tucked under
 tie legs together and elevate if desired
 place on lined baking sheet and brush with vegetable oil
 bake at 350 degrees F until skin is tight and some fat melts - turkeys around 40 minutes, cornish 
  hens around 15 minutes
 remove from oven and brush with a mixture of angostura bitters, a little kitchen bouquet, a few 
  drops of yellow food coloring and a drop of liquid dish detergent until desired color
 if showing herbs on outside, sprinkle dried herbs over bird and brush with another layer of 
  browning mixture
 poultry should be good for the day after styling - do not refrigerate any styled meats after cooking
 parts should be pinned to keep skin from shrinking
-cold beverages
 condensation on outside of glass suggests coldness
 real condensation needs a humid day, isn’t clear and is hard to control
 fake condensation - light karo syrup, plus bit of water - flick onto glass below liquid line with stiff 
  toothbrush
 fake ice cubs help, so do garnishes
-don’t forget background colors - blues/greens suggest cool temperatures, yellow/orange/red suggest 
 warm
-citrus can be cut into rings, wedges, made into twists and zests
 consider size, color, texture, and how much skin to show
-frozen margaritas melt - use ice powder and mix with margarita mix, lasts all day
-splashes and pours can be fake (plastic, available for purchase) or made for real, often in layers
-beverages can be made for real, but yellow and brown beverages can be made from water and kitchen 
bouquet
-bubbles and foam for a “just poured” look can be made with photo flo and an eye dropper
 fake bubbles can also be used
 can mix a little of beverage with photo flo or liquid detergent, spoon foam onto surface
-for beer, temperature and height are crucial - room temperature beer creates best head
 experiment with angle and height of pour
-cereal - gets soggy when sitting in milk
 needs a base to hold flakes in place
 sort through cereal for flakes with character rather than perfect flat flakes
 fill bowl to almost milk level with crisco, then top with a bit of milk
 arrange cereal to camera angle, and press into crisco
-fork and spoon shots are becoming popular to bring us close to the food
-spreads, dips, frostings, puddings, etc should be smooth and flowing
 use the right sized spoon or spatula for the dish - keep smooth, not busy
-on bite shots, stylist is responsible for bite out
-whipped topping - real whipped cream does not hold well at room temperature, collapses and weeps
 many looks - editorial, advertising, food service
 dollop or pipe on for different looks
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  make them separate on nonstick sheet, let client choose, then transfer onto food with 
   offset spatula
 practice with aerosol cans
-ice cream - melts very quickly
-to use real ice cream, know the product and practice working with it before shooting
 have standard freezers and chests set at proper scooping temperature, allow ice cream to mellow 
  for a day
 have dry ice for ice chest, keep scoops and dishes chilled
 have a variety of good scoops available
 develop techniques for scooping and holding scoops
 helps to have a good assistant, chilled room and speedy photographer
 use fake ice cream as a stand-in to set up shot
-fake ice cream - 1 pound confectioners sugar, 1/3-1/2 cup crisco, 1/3-1/2 cup light karo syrup
 replace some crisco with margarine for vanilla
 replace karo syrup with jam for strawberry
 add hershey’s cocoa powder for chocolate
-working with soft serve - pipe out frosting instead
-chocolate chip cookies
 chips blister when baked, first sort for gold standard chips
 stir chips into cookie batter, add more chips a few minutes into baking time 
-to produce chocolate pull
 break cookie, add chocolate to break, then put back together, warm, and pull
-caramel pulls well naturally
-to make chocolate curls
 melt chips and add vegetable oil, microwave very briefly
 pour into aluminum foil boat and allow to harden
 use vegetable peeler to make curls, lift gently with toothpicks
-layer cakes - slicing through the cake drags frosting into crumbs
 use correct ingredients, tools and equipment
 prepare pans with shortening, or shortening and flour - different looks
 cut cake layers to correct height
 slice of cake depends on slice of plate - use slice templates to choose plate
 use wooden skewers to hold two unfrosted layers together, cut straight down and cross at tip
  use pointed spatula to remove
 center frosting, cut a v from the center of the two slices, pipe frosting into center and smooth
  fill any holes with vaseline and cake crumbs
-pies - very hard to remove a perfect slice, find a flaky dough
 practice flutes and collect ideas
-cherry pie with lattice top
 build base and fill almost to top level with cool instant mashed potatoes,  strain few cans of pie 
  cherries and top mashed potatoes
 roll out second batch of dough, cut into strips and weave on top of pie. brush with egg wash and 
  bake, then replace dried top cherries with fresh drained cherries, keep natural looking
-single pie slice - cut slice, remove some mashed potatoes and replace with fresh drained cherries
-testing with photographers
 try to produce some creative images as well as beautiful images
-look at same food styled by different people to get ideas and see what works (such as green bean 
 casserole or cakes)
-great food styling magazines to check out - bon appetit, food network magazine, fine cooking
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The Evolution of Studio Food Photography
Neil Martin, Jeffrey Kauck, Nir Adar, Deborah Jones, Lisa Golden Schroeder, Viktor Budnik, Karen 
Tully

-lighting and a good tripod are key when trying to repeat a shot or do a series
-figure out what you want the shot to say, and practice making it happen
-try using large sheets of posterboard bent at angles, or boxes covered in fabric for backgrounds
-use cardstock in white, black, gold and silver to control light
-use post-its, fabric or tissues as gobos to filter light
-when natural light is unavailable, use studio light filtered through glasses filled with water
-focus on stabilizing camera - use tripod, balance camera on boxes or other items to keep steady
-shoot tethered to observe differences in camera settings
-many things work to style food - try q-tips, small brushes, squeeze bottles, or wooden skewers
-keep small level in kit to make sure set is level
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